The functionalized Cahn-Hilliard (FCH) equation supports planar and circular bilayer interfaces as equilibria which may lose their stability through the pearling bifurcation: a periodic, high-frequency, in-plane modulation of the bilayer thickness. In two spatial dimensions we employ spatial dynamics and a center manifold reduction to reduce the FCH equation to an 8th order ODE system. A normal form analysis and a fixed-point-theorem argument show that the reduced system admits a degenerate 1:1 resonant normal form, from which we deduce that the onset of the pearling bifurcation coincides with the creation of a two-parameter family of pearled equilibria which are periodic in the in-plane direction and exponentially localized in the transverse direction.
The Functionalized Cahn-Hilliard equation
Amphiphilic materials are typically small molecules which contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic components. This class of materials includes surfactants, lipids, and block copolymers. Their propensity to spontaneously assemble network morphologies has drawn scientific attention for more than a century, [1] . While amphiphilic materials are ubiquitous in organic settings, where lipid bilayers form cell membranes and many organelles, their widespread use as charge separators in energy conversion devices is more recent. Network morphologies must be distinguished from single layer interfaces that are typical of binary metals and other purely hydrophobic blends. While single layer interfaces separate a phase A from a phase B, network morphologies are comprised of thin regions of a phase B which interpenetrate, and typically percolate through, a domain dominated by phase A. The Cahn-Hilliard free energy, proposed in 1958, [4] , has been very successfully employed as a model of single layer morphology in hydrophobic blends, and its gradient flows accurately describe their evolution. Models of amphiphilic mixtures, such as [19] and [9] , have been proposed. The functionalized Cahn-Hilliard free energy; see [15, 7, 5] , is a special case of these earlier models that supports stable network morphologies including co-dimension one bilayers and co-dimension two pores as well as pearled morphologies and defects such as end-caps and junctions. Rigorous results for the FCH free energy include the existence of bilayer structures, [6] , and an analysis of their bifurcation structure, [11] , in particular the pearling bifurcation which initiates changes in the co-dimension of the underlying morphology, and is commonly observed in amphiphilic polymer blends; see [3, 21] . The goal of this paper is to rigorously establish the existence of pearled bilayers, as modulations to stationary bilayers, in the planar FCH equation.
Amphiphillic mixtures, such as emulsions formed by adding a minority fraction of an oil and soap mixture to water, form network morphologies due to the tendency of the surfactant phase, e.g. soap, to enhance the formation of interfaces. To model the network formation, the authors of [19] and [9] were motivated by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data to include a higher-order term in the usual Cahn-Hilliard expansion for the free energy. Viewing the mixture as a binary phase, where u ∈ H 2 (Ω) denotes the volume fraction of surfactant contained within the bounded material domain Ω ⊂ R 3 , they proposed a free energy of the form
where for well-posedness C > 0 and the dimensionless parameter ε 1 dictates the ratio of the interfacial width to a characteristic size of Ω. Assuming zero-flux boundary conditions, integration by parts on the A(u) term permits a re-writing of the energy in the completed-square form
where A is a primitive of A. To simplify the form we replace C(u) with 1 2 , relabel the potential within the squared term by W (u), and scale the potential outside the squared term as δP (u) with δ 1, yielding
3)
The first term is the square of the variational derivative of a Cahn-Hilliard type free energy, and the strongly degenerate case δ = 0, has the special property that its global minimizers are precisely the critical points of the corresponding Cahn-Hilliard energy. A variant of this case was proposed as a target for Γ−convergence analysis by De Giorgi; see [17] .
The strong functionalized Cahn-Hilliard free energy corresponds to the distinguished limit δ = ε, a choice of potential P which incorporates the functionalization parameters η 1 > 0, η 2 ∈ R in the form 4) and require the C ∞ -smooth potential W : R → R to be a double well potential with two minima at u = −1 and u = m > 0 and one local maximum at u = 0. The minima have unequal depths, normalized so that W (−1) = 0 > W (m) and the well is non-degenerate in the sense that µ − := W (−1) > 0, µ + := W (m) > 0, and µ 0 := W (0) < 0. With these assumptions u = −1 is associated to a bulk solvent phase, while the value of u + 1 > 0 is proportional to the density of the amphiphilic phase.
The strong FCH equation is the H −1 gradient flow of the FCH energy (1.4), which takes the form 5) where η d := η 1 −η 2 . The gradient flow is mass-preserving when subject to zero-flux boundary conditions; see [6] for details. We focus on the stationary strong-FCH equation which takes the form (ε 2 ∆ − W (u) + εη 1 )(ε 2 ∆u − W (u)) + εη d W (u) = εγ, (1.6) subject to zero-flux boundary conditions. The constant γ can be thought of as a Lagrange multiplier arising from mass conservation.
The FCH equation is known to support families of bilayer solutions, [6] , which can be unstable to either pearling or meandering bifurcations. Pearling refers to periodic modulations of the thickness of the bilayer, while the meander modes are associated with the curvature driven motion of the underlying bilayer interface. In this work, we provide a fully rigorous proof of the existence of spatially periodic patterns which arise after the onset of the pearling bifurcation. We restrict our attention to planar domains Ω ⊆ R 2 , proving the major existence results in the spatially extended case Ω = R 2 . The construction of a bilayer morphology requires a choice of a smooth, closed, co-dimension one interface Γ ⊂ Ω that is far from self intersection. We address two simple choices of interface: the extended flat bilayer, corresponding to Γ f = {(s, 0) s ∈ R}, and the circular bilayer of radius R 0 > 0, corresponding to Γ R 0 := {(R 0 cos θ, R 0 sin θ) θ ∈ [0, 2π)}. Our construction applies spatial dynamics techniques, a center-manifold-reduction argument, and a normal form transformation to the stationary, strong-FCH equation, yielding an 8th order ODE system, which weakly couples the four dimensional pearling subspace and the four dimensional meander subspace. To prove the existence, we restrict to the pearling subspace, yielding a four-dimensional reduced system, called the pearling normal form (PNF), (2.42),
where C 1 , C 2 ∈ C, the constants ω 1 , α j ∈ R, and the conjugate equations are omitted. It is at this level that the structure of the pearling bifurcation is made clear: the PNF admits a degenerate 1 : 1 resonance, related to the 1 : 1 resonances extensively investigated in [12, 13, 10] . As in the 1 : 1 resonance case, the PNF has two first integrals
Imposing consistency conditions to the solutions of the PNF slaves H to the scaled parameter κ := ε −3/2 K, which remains as a free parameter in the construction of the pearled solutions. More importantly, the parameter α 0 in the PNF, given in (1.13), is precisely the critical bifurcation parameter whose sign characterizes the onset of the pearling bifurcation. For α 0 > 0 we characterize the pearled solutions of the PNF and establish their existence in the full system through a persistence argument. While the persistence argument is based upon [13] , the analysis in this case is more delicate as the degeneracy corresponds to a distinct singularity requiring different scalings. Moreover the coupling between the pearling modes and the meander modes requires the analysis of an eight dimensional problem. In the remainder of this section we make a rigorous statement of these results.
Pearling of Extended Flat Bilayers
The existence of a one-dimensional family of flat bilayer solutions, u h , parameterized by the Lagrange multiplier, γ, was established in [6] . Their construction is based upon new coordinates, corresponding to the ε-scaled distance r to Γ f and a tangential variable τ for which the Laplacian takes the form
and the stationary equation (1.6) is rewritten as
For the flat interface, the bilayer profile is independent of the tangential variable, τ , and hence is captured as the first component of a homoclinic solution of the 4-th order extended flat-bilayer ODE system in r ∈ R,
For sufficiently small ε, this extended flat-bilayer ODE system (1.9) contains 3 critical points, among which we consider the one with leading order (−1, 0, − γ µ − , 0), which we denote as
Indeed, via (1.9), it is straightforward to see that the parameter γ relates linearly, at leading order, to the far-field density of amphiphilic material, 1 + u − (ε), via the expansion
In [6] the existence of the flat homoclinic solution U h = (u h , p h , v h , q h ) T is established for ε > 0 sufficiently small, but independent of η 1 , η 2 , and γ. The construction follows by perturbation off of the ε = 0 case, in which case the first component u 0 is the solution of the two-dimensional ODE 10) which is homoclinic to u − (0). The linearization of (1.10) about u 0 , yields the operator
which, acting on L 2 (R), has a single positive eigenvalue, λ 0 > 0, and a zero eigenvalue, λ 1 = 0, with the remainder of the spectrum strictly negative. Denoting the associated eigenfunctions by ψ 0 and ψ 1 and introducing, v 0 ∈ L ∞ (R), the unique, even solution of 12) the pearling bifurcation of the bilayer u h is characterized in terms of the functionalization parameters η 1 and η 2 via the sign of the quantity 13) where the constants 14) depend only upon the shape of the double well potential, W .
Our main result for flat bilayers establishes that a one parameter family of pearled solutions of (1.8) generically bifurcates out of each stationary flat bilayer for α 0 > 0.
Theorem 1 (existence of extended pearled flat bilayers) Fix η 1 , η 2 , γ ∈ R. Assume that W is a non-degenerate double well potential and that α 0 defined in (1.13) is strictly positive and
Then there exist positive constants ε 0 > 0 and κ 0 > 0 such that, for any ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ], up to translation, the extended stationary strong-FCH (1.8) admits a smooth one-parameter family of extended pearled solutions, u p (τ, r;
More specifically, u p and T p are smooth with respect to their arguments within the domains expect at κ = 0. The extended pearled solution u p admits the asymptotic form
where the error is measured in the L ∞ (R 2 )-norm and
Moreover, the far-field limit of the extended pearled solution is
(1.18)
Pearling of extended Circular Bilayers
For a circular co-dimension one interface Γ R 0 we take the tangential coordinate s to represent the direction with constant curvature k = −R 0 , and rescale the corresponding independent variable as θ = s/R 0 which lies in [0, 2π]. The Laplacian admits the expression 19) and the stationary strong-FCH (1.6) in (r, θ) takes the form
(1.20) Suppressing the tangential variable θ, the stationary strong-FCH (1.20) reduces to the extended circular-bilayer ODE system in r ∈ R,
where γ has been expanded as,
Like the flat-bilayer system, the extended circular-bilayer ODE system (1.21) possesses 3 critical points, of which we single out the critical point
, 0), as ε → 0. In [6] , it was shown that for fixed η 1 , η 2 and R 0 > 0 there exists a unique function γ h = γ 1 + O(ε) for which
such that for the choice γ = γ h (ε) there exists a nontrivial orbit of (1.21) which is homoclinic to P − (ε).
Remark 1.1
The parameter γ is free for flat bilayers while it is prescribed for circular bilayers because the flat-bilayer ODE system (1.9) is Hamiltonian while the circular-bilayer ODE system (1.21) is not.
Our main result for circular bilayers provides the existence of discrete families of one-parameter, pearled, bilayer solutions of the stationary strong-FCH equation ( Theorem 2 (existence of extended pearled circular bilayers) Fix η 1 , η 2 ∈ R and R − > 0. Assume that W is a non-degenerate double well potential and that α 0 and β 0 , defined in (1.13) and (1.15) respectively, satisfy α 0 > 0, β 0 = 0. Then there exist constants ε 0 , κ 0 > 0 and n − > 0 such that, for all ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ] and each n ∈ Z + ∩ [ n − ε , +∞), the stationary, strong-FCH equation (1.20) in the infinite strip (θ, r) ∈ (R/2πZ) × R, subject to the choice γ = γ h ( ), with γ h defined by (1.22), admits, up to translation, a finite family of one-parameter pearled solutions u p,n (θ, r; 4 √ ε, |κ|) with period 2π n and radius R 0,n (
, and is smooth with respect to its arguments except at κ = 0. The extended pearled solution u p,n admits the asymptotic form
where the radius of the circular bilayer
depends only weakly upon κ. The far-field limit of the extended pearled solution
is independent of n. [6] . (left) For η 1 = 1 and η 2 = 2, we have α 0 < 0, and the t = 3000 evolution is a circular bilayer equilibrium. (right) For η 1 = 2 and η 2 = 2, we have α 0 > 0, and the t = 500 evolution of the initial data yields a circular pearled bilayer.
Remark 1.2 The number n can be interpreted as the number of "beads" within a pearled circular bilayer. The size of each bead-the periodicity in the physical variables-is
depends only weakly upon κ, at order O(ε 2 |κ|), while the leading order amplitude of each bead,
scales with ( ε|κ|).
For both the flat and circular interfaces, the form of the amplitude of the pearled pattern suggests a divergence as α 0 → 0 + , however this is an anomaly arising from the degeneracy of the 1 : 1 resonance in the PNF system, (2.42). Indeed an analysis of Lemma 2.9 shows that a necessary condition for the existence of periodic patterns is
from which we deduce that the pearling bifurcation, while degenerate, retains some supercritical characteristics. Proposition 1.3 (super-criticality of pearled bilayers) In addition to the assumptions of either Theorem 1 or 2, assume that α 2 , defined in (4.16), satisfies α 2 = 0. Fix ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ) and tune η 1 and η 2 so that α 0 goes to 0; then, under this limit, the pearling amplitude, defined in (1.26), satisfies
for some constant C > 0.
Pearling and Degeneracy in Bounded Domains
The existence results for both bilayers and pearled bilayers naturally extend to a bounded domain, Ω ⊂ R 2 so long as the domain possesses the same symmetry as the bilayer interface. Indeed, for typical homogeneous boundary conditions, such as discussed in [16] , and for a bilayer interface Γ that is an O(1) distance from ∂Ω in the unscaled coordinates, then the exponential decay of the extended pearled patterns in r leads to an O(ε −1 ) exponential decay in the unscaled coordinates, and a standard matching argument; such as in [20] , permits an extension of the existence result. This is particularly relevant for the circular bilayers within a concentric circular domain. The adaptation of the extended flat bilayer to a flat bilayer within a rectangular domain subject to periodic boundary conditions is trivial so long as the flat interface intersects the domain boundary at a right angle; see Figure 1 .2 for an illustration. The construction of the associated pearled solutions requires a tuning of the periodicity of the pearled pattern, as in the case of the circular bilayer.
For the gradient flow (1.5), the total mass Ω u(x)dx is conserved under time evolution, and as such it is natural to search for equilibria with prescribed total mass. For circular bilayers; see Figure 1 .2, the far-field value of u is prescribed, and the mass of a circular bilayer is an increasing function of the radius R 0 . Moreover the mass is independent of the pearling correction, at least to leading order, thus the total mass of the circular bilayer u p,n in (1.23) increases monotonically with its radius R 0,n ; however the admissible radii
depend only weakly upon the internal parameter κ. Indeed the gaps between consecutive radii satisfy
, while the range of the radii over the values of κ is bounded by
. While we have established the existence of radii R 0 which support pearled bilayers, there also may exist radii, and corresponding total masses,for which no pearled circular bilayer solutions exist local to the associated circular bilayer; see Figure 1 .3. As an existence problem, these scalings imply that an O(ε 3 ) change in the mass faction, which corresponds to an O(ε 2 ) change in the bilayer radius R 0 , can induce an O(1) impact on κ, and hence an O( √ ε) influence on the pearling amplitude of the associated equilibrium. This sensitivity of the pearling amplitude to the mass fraction exemplifies the degeneracy of the pearled morphologies. The size of the pearled "beads" is fixed, but the amplitude of the pearling pattern couples sensitively to the full system. In particular for the strong FCH gradient flow, (1.5), the possibility of non-existence of pearled morphologies at particular mass fractions and the delicate interaction between the radius of a circular bilayer and the amplitude of the high-frequency pearled morphology suggest a complex problem whose resolution may be quite sensitive to numerical truncation error.
Pearling of the Flat Planar Bilayer
This section presents the construction of the pearled solutions u p to the stationary strong-FCH (1.8) about an infinite, flat, co-dimension one interface, Γ f embedded in R 2 . The extended pearled solutions u p are small-amplitude modulations of the extended flat bilayers u h , periodic in the flat direction τ . The construction is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, the application of spatial dynamics techniques, together with a center manifold reduction, reduces the FCH equation to an 8th order ODE system; the derivation of the leading-order terms of the reduced ODE system are summarized in Section 2.2 with the details relegated to the Appendix. A normal form analysis presented in Section 2.3 reveals the pearling bifurcation structure; and in section 2.4, it is shown that the pearling norm form admits a family of periodic orbits, which persist as solutions of the full reduced ODE system, yielding the extended pearled solutions u p of Theorem 1.
Spatial dynamics and center manifold reduction
The spatial dynamics analysis begins by re-writing equation (2.1) as an infinite-dimension dynamical system in the rescaled τ variable followed by a normal form reduction on the associated center manifold.
To this end, we rescale τ by t = √ λ 0 ε τ and search for extended pearled solutions u rp of
which satisfy boundary conditions at infinity, 2) and are even and T rp -periodic in t,
where T rp is to be determined.
We replace u with u h + δu in (2.1) and consider the equation of the perturbation δu. For brevity, we denote the the perturbation by "u", instead of "δu". The perturbation solves the system
where the linear operator
is expressed in terms of the second order operator, L h := ∂ 2 r − W (u h ) and the potential
while the nonlinearity given by
(2.6) We recast the system (2.4) in the vector forṁ
using the transformation
Remark 2.1 To avoid technicalities we search for u p for a fixed value of γ. It is straightforward to recover the smooth dependence of u p with respect to γ.
We observe that, for given small ε, L(ε) : D(L) → X is a closed operator defined in the Hilbert space X with its domain D(L) = Y, where
In the sequel we replace ∂ t u and ∂ 2 t u with U 2 and
, ±i}, where eigenvalue 0 has geometric multiplicity 1 and algebraic multiplicity 4, and eignvalues ±i have geometric multiplicity 1 and algebraic multiplicity 2.
(ii) There exists Proof. We first introduce the operator
which, for any λ ∈ C, has the same Fredholm properties as the operator L * − λ Id ; see a similar case in [18] for a detailed proof. More specifically, L * − λ Id is Fredholm if and only if L λ is Fredholm. In addition, if Fredholm, then L * − λ Id and L λ have the same Fredholm index. We omit the technical details required to establish that dim CoKer(
To obtain the spectral properties of L * , the dispersion relation of L λ implies that
where L 0 , defined in (1.11), is of Sturm-Liouville type with simple, real spectrum thats satisfies
These observations conclude the proof.
The center space X c of L * , that is, the spectral subspace associated to σ c (L * ), is 8-dimensional and spanned by the eigenfunctions
(2.9)
where S 1 and S 2 are the symmetries inherited from the t → −t and r → −r symmetries of the original PDE (2.1). Here S 1 is a reversible symmetry and plays a crucial role in the subsequent bifurcation analysis. From (2.9) we develop an explicit expression of the spectral projection P c : X → X c ,
where
These vector functions with superscript "ad" are generalized eigenfunctions of the adjoint operator L ad * associated to 0 and ±i in (L 2 (R)) 4 with canonical inner product ·, · . Moreover, a standard calculation [14] shows that, for any given w 0 > 1, there exists C 1 such that
Therefore, based on Lemma 2.2 and the norm estimate (2.12) on L * | ( Id −Pc)X , we can apply the center manifold reduction theorem to the system (2.7) and obtain the following proposition (see [10, Theorem 2.9] ). Proposition 2.3 Given any fixed γ and k ∈ Z + , there exist open sets containing the origin U ⊂ X c , V ⊂ ( Id − P c )Y, W ∈ R, and a C k -smooth map Ψ : U × W → V, for any fixed nonnegative integer k, such that the center manifold M c , that is, the graph of the map Ψ, has the following properties.
(i) The center manifold M c is tangent to the center eigenspace X c ,
(ii) The center manifold M c contains all bounded solutions to (2.7) with R as the existence interval, that is, if U is a solution to (2.7)
Reduced center manifold ODE
In this section we calculate the reduced ODE system obtained by restricting (2.7) to the center manifold.
From the analysis presented in Section 2.1 and summarized in Figure 2 .1 it follows that the reduced ODE system is of 8-th order which can be viewed as a coupling of two four-dimensional systems which exhibit the so-called "reversible-Hopf bifurcation" and the "reversible 0 4+ bifurcation". Moreover, the coupling occurs at the nonlinear level and is weak. On the linear level, the S 1 -reversibility of the reduction to the ±i-eigenspace gives rise to the "reversible-Hopf bifurcation", which is well-studied; see [8, 13] ; while the S 1 -reversibility of the 0-eigenspace gives rise to the "reversible 0 4+ bifurcation", whose study is quite open; see [10] . Fortunately, extended pearled solutions result from the "reversible-Hopf bifurcation". Moreover, it is known that the analysis of this bifurcation relies on the coefficients of the cubic terms in the norm form [13] . Therefore, all the necessary terms of the reduced ODE system, up to cubic order, are explicitly determined in this section.
To restrict the system (2.7) to the center manifold we consider U in the form
Substituting this form (2.14) into (2.7) and applying the projection P c , we obtain the reduced equation, 15) where
Moreover, from (2.10), we note that U c admits the general expression
Using this expression of U c , we rewrite the reduced system (2.15) explicitly in terms of
We summarize the essential result into Lemma 2.4, relegating the detailed results and concomitant calculations to Appendix 4.1. The principle technicality in the calculation lies in finding the explicit expression of Ψ (2,0,0) (U c , U c ) in terms of A; see Lemma 4.2 for details.
Lemma 2.4 The reduced system (2.15), in terms of A, called the reduced ODE system, admits the expressionȦ
where the linear term L, the quadratic term R 2 , the cubic term R 3 are of the following expressions.
where the expressions of every µ j ∈ R and R 2\3,2\8 in terms of A can be found in Lemma 4.1.
Norm forms
We obtain a normal form of the leading-order-term reduced system via a composition of a linear versal transformation and a near-identity nonlinear transformation. The versal transformation allows a Jordan-form type decomposition which is smooth in the parameters, see [2] for full details.
Lemma 2.5 For sufficiently small ε, there exists a smooth linear map T(ε) with T(0) = Id such that under the transformation
Here we have introduced
23)
where the expression of each µ j ∈ R can be found in Lemma 4.1.
Proof. We point out that L(ε) inherits the symmetries τ → −τ and r → −r of the original PDE (
Then, according to [2, Theorem 4.4], a versal deformation of the Jordan normal form L keeping the symmetries can be chosen in the form
where ω j (ε) ∈ R with ω j (0) = 0 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Comparing the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials of the two 4 × 4 diagonal blocks associated to (A 1 , A 2 ,Ā 1 ,Ā 2 ) in (2.19) and (2.22), we have
from which we have
Similarly, we have
We truncate this versal deformation up to linear terms in ε, denote it as L (ε) and conclude our proof.
On the other hand, we have the following nonlinear normal form.
Lemma 2.6 There exist smooth families of degree-2 polynomials
and degree-3 polynomials
in terms of C such that such that under the near-identity transformation
24)
the nonlinear part of (2.18), that is,
takes the normal formĊ
Here R 2 = 0 and R 3 = (R 3,1 , R 3,2 , R 3,3 , R 3,4 , R 3,5 , R 3,6 , R 3,7 , R 3,8 ) T is of the form where the explicit expressions of the coefficients α j ,β k ∈ R, are given in Lemma 4.3. Moreover, the transformation preserves the reversibility S 1 and the symmetry S 2 .
Proof. Following [10, Chapter 3], we cast the normal form problem as a solvability issue on a space of polynomials in C which is expressed in terms of the Fredholm alternative of the operator
For convenience, we introduce the polynomial space P j , j = 2, 3, which is the set of all degree-j homogeneous polynomials in C, with the inner product
We point out here that the conjugacyQ only acts on the coefficients, in the sense that, for example, for Q(C) = iC 2 1 ,Q(C) = −iC 2 1 . More specifically, plugging (2.24) and (2.26) into (2.25), we obtain the following two equalities.
In fact, we claim that R 2 = 0. To show this, we only need to verify that
which follows from the expression of R 2 in (4.2) and the fact that
As a result, we obtain
with coefficients, 
Conversely, it is less straightforward to obtain the explicit expression of R 3 . We start by determining a representative form for R 3 . Similar to the quadratic case, from the Fredholm alternative, we solve (2.30) uniquely for Φ 3 and R 3 subject to
Similarly, we point out that
Based on (2.33) and the condition that R 3,1\2 satisfies
, we obtain R 3,1\2 in the following form,
Moreover, based on (2.33) and the condition that R 3,5 = R 3,6 = R 3,7 = 0, and
where β 224 = 0 and β 124 + β 214 + 3 β 223 = 0.
We point out that this normal form inherits the symmetries of the original reduced ODE system. More specifically, Ψ 2\3 and R 2\3 commute with S 1 and S 2 ; see [10, 3.3] for details. As a result, the preservation of the reversibility S 1 further simplifies the cubic term R 3 . In fact, we have
and where all β j ∈ R, j = 1, 2, . . . , 13. The expression for Φ 3 is not required in the sequel and omitted.
Applying the composition of the linear and nonlinear normal form transformation, that is,
the system (2.18) admits the normal forṁ
Truncating the normal form system at cubic terms in C and leading order in ε, yieldṡ
The truncated normal form gains an extra rotational symmetry R θ , given by,
Remark 2.7 This additional symmetry R θ results from the form of the linear term in the original 8th-order ODE (2.18) and our particular choice of the normal form transformation; see [10, Chapter 3] for details. Moreover, this additional symmetry R θ fails to hold for the full normal form system (2.37) while the reversibility S 1 and the symmetry S 2 hold.
Construction of extended pearled solutions
We adapt the techniques of [13, Section 3.1, 4.1], employing rescalings and the implicit function theorem to construct periodic solutions to the normal form system (2.37), which correspond to extended pearled solutions of the flat-bilayer system (1.8).
Restricting the truncated normal form system (2.38) to the subspace
yields the 1:1 resonant normal form; see [12, 13, 10] ,
Remark 2.8 The 4th-order system in [13] admits a very general normal form in which the even-order terms automatically vanishes. We can not make this generalization here since the invariance of the pearling modes is not guaranteed when we push the normal form to high orders.
The construction of the extended pearled solutions relies crucially on two properties of the 1:1 resonant normal form. First, the 1:1 resonant normal form (2.40) admits two first integrals,
and as a consequence may be reduced to a 2nd-order ODE in the variable u 1 := |C 1 | 2 . The pearled morphologies we seek correspond to periodic solutions of (2.40), which are temporal equilibrium of the 2nd-order ODE for u 1 . As a second point, the 1:1 resonant normal form is autonomous in the pearling modes (C 1 , C 2 ,C 1 ,C 2 ) and thus the subspace R 4 is invariant under the truncated normal form flow (2.38). In this sense, the pearling modes (C 1 , C 2 ,C 1 ,C 2 ) and the meandering modes (D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , D 4 ) exhibit a weak coupling. Accordingly, we anticipate that structures in the 1:1 resonant normal form will persist in the full normal form system.
A complication in the persistence argument arises through the degeneracy of the particular 1:1 resonant normal form studied here. The two parameters, α 1 and ω 2 , characterize the 1:1 resonant normal form, where α 1 is the coefficient of C 2 1C 1 in the second entry of the cubic normal form. As shown in Lemma 4.3, for the pearling problem we have α 1 = 0, which leads to a degenerate 1:1 resonance. For uniformity of notation and the sign consistency with the linear stability condition in [6] , we also introduce
With these modifications, we rename the degenerate system the pearling normal form (PNF) system,
For this degenerate case the persistence issue is a singular perturbation problem; removing the singularity requires two novel proper rescalings. After the first scaling, we construct a Poincare map, which is well-defined for sufficiently small system parameters, including the zeroes. However the base of the transverse hyper-plane in the Poincare map consists of eigenvectors. As the system parameters approach zero, the degeneracy of eigenvalues results in the coalescence of the eigenvectors, which we overcome via a second rescaling. The persistence follows from an implicit-function-theorem argument.
The existence results for periodic solutions of the PNF system are summarized in the following lemma, where for convenience, we assume ε > 0 and introduce the rescaled first integral κ := ε −3/2 K.
Lemma 2.9 (degenerate 1:1 resonance) For fixed η 1 , η 2 , γ ∈ R and a non-degenerate double-well potential W , there exist ε 0 , κ 0 > 0 such that, for every ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ], the PNF system (2.42) admits a degenerate 1:1 resonance, characterized by α 0 , defined in (2.41). More specifically, we have (i) For α 0 < 0 , the PNF system (2.42) has no periodic solutions except for the trivial equilibrium.
(ii) For α 0 > 0, the PNF system (2.42) possesses a family of periodic orbits (C
In fact, the family of periodic orbits is smooth in terms of small √ ε and |κ| except for κ = 0, admitting the form
43)
where Proof. Under the polar coordinate change
the PNF system (2.42) becomes
where f (u 1 ) = (−α 0 ε + 2α 2 K)u 2 1 + Hu 1 − K 2 . We observe that a double root of
corresponds to an equilibrium of the ODE
which corresponds to a periodic solution in the PNF system (2.42). We apply the rescaling
to f (u 1 ) = 0 and have
which admits a double root if and only if
If α 0 < 0, (2.48) admits only the trivial solution for small ε and k. If α 0 > 0, then we can solve v 1 and h in terms of ε and κ. In fact, we have, for sufficiently small ε and k,
We conclude our proof by letting r 1 = v 1 /|κ|.
In the sequel we assume α 0 > 0 and κ 0. The analysis of the case κ < 0 differs only by a sign change.
To demonstrate the persistence of the periodic solutions of the PNF system in the full normal form system (2.37), it is necessary to remove the singular nature of the bifurcation. To this end we apply the rescaling C = √ εκ C, (2.50) to the normal form system (2.37), obtaining a new ODE systeṁ
where we have dropped the "tilde" notation on C. To simplify the proof of the persistence we introduce the new small parameter ζ for which ζ = 0 corresponds to the cubic truncation, while ζ = ε corresponds to the full normal form. Specifically, we study the systeṁ
where F(C) := L (ε)C + εκR 3 (C). The following Proposition, taken from [13] , greatly simplifies the construction.
Proposition 2.10 An orbit of an autonomous reversible system is periodic and reversible if and only if there exist two different fixed points on this orbit with respect to the reversibility.
We lift the scalars r 1 and r 2 , introduced in Lemma 2.9, which serve as the base point for the periodic solutions of the PNF system, to a vector in the 8 dimensional space, defining the base point r as
and obeserve that the periodic solution R ωt r to the system (2.52) when ζ = 0 has two fixed points under reversibility, that is,
Here we recall that
We assign two transversal hyper-planes, H 1 and H 2 , respectively to r and R π r, given as follows.
where G is the infinitesimal generator of the group R θ and "·" represents the Euclidean inner product. It is then not hard to see that, for the rescaled system (2.52), there exists a smooth Poincaré map, denoted as Π, from an open neighborhood of the base point r in H 1 , N (r, H 1 ), into one of R π r in H 2 , N (R π r, H 2 ). More specifically, we have
Meanwhile, there is also a smooth "arrival time" map
According to Proposition 2.10, any point in H 1 ∩ Rg(Π) corresponds to a periodic orbit of the system (2.52), vice versa. To further analyze the Poincaré map, we first linearize the system (2.52) around the periodic orbit R ωt r. We introduce the change of variables local to R ωt r,
and study the flow of q instead, that is,
Linearizing the system (2.55) at q = 0 yields the following systeṁ
where H := ∇ C F(r) − ωG.
Remark 2.11
The reversibility holds within the truncated systemq = F(r + q) − F(r) − ωGq, but not within the full ODE system about q, since the rotational symmetry R ωt and the reversibility S 1 do not commute. As a result, we have
The next step is to obtain the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenmodes of H. We note that H is block diagonal. The upper diagonal block H 1 of H is of the form It is straightforward to see that
where r := r( √ ε, √ κ) and ω := ω( √ ε, √ κ). As a result, 0 is an eigenvalue to the upper diagonal block H 1 with algebraic multiplicity 2. A direct calculation then shows that the determinant of H 1 is
which indicates that the other two eigenvalues of H 1 are
with associated eigenvectors r More specifically, a nonzero vector of cofactors of any row of H 1 − λ 1 is an eigenvector with respect to λ 1 since the algebraic multiplicity of λ 1 is 1. We then let r 
The lower block H 2 of H is of the form Here we use the fact that β 0 = ω 3 . Noting that the characteristic polynomial of H 2 is
we conclude that H 2 has nonzero eigenvalues if and only if c = 0, which can be guaranteed by further assuming that β 0 = 0 for ε and κ sufficiently small.
We summarize our assumptions on system parameters in the following hypothesis. More specifically, we choose
Based on the spectral information about H we collected, we denote
We note that every r j , j = 0, 1, 2, 3 is a smooth with respect to its arguments. In particular, even though λ 2 and λ 3 are of order
is smooth in terms of √ ε. We characterize the two transversal hyperplanes, H 1 and H 2 , by the eigenvectors, that is, H 1 = r + H 1 and H 2 = R π r + H 2 , where
We also parameterize q 1 ∈ H 1 and q 2 ∈ H 2 by
where we denote q 1 = (q 1,0 , q 1,1 , q 1,2 , q 1,3 ) and q 2 = (q 2,0 , q 2,1 , q 2,2 , q 2,3 , q 2,1 , q 2,2 , q 2,3 ).
Remark 2.13
The parameterization (2.58) is singular at ε = 0, since the eigenvalues coalesce. More specifically, when ε = 0, multiple eigenvectors collapse into one, that is,
Therefore, with this singular parameterization (2.58), we rewrite the Poincaré map and the arrival time map as follows.
Note that Π and T are smooth in terms of their arguments in the domain due to the fact that every r j is smooth in terms of √ ε and √ κ. Moreover, according to the coalescence of eigenvectors when ε = 0 in Remark 2.13, it is not hard to verify that
Applying the variation of constant formula to (2.56) and the parameterization of q 1 in (2.58), together with the equality (2.59), we have that
where cosh and sinh take their natural analytic extension onto C. Moreover, we have
Noting that R π Gr is transverse to H 2 and Π(r + q 1 , ζ) ∈ H 2 , we conclude that the coefficient of R π Gr is zero, that is, in leading order,
Expressing the expansion of Π in (2.60) in terms of q 2 as in (2.58), we have
(2.62) Therefore, q 2 ∈ H 1 ∩ Rg( Π) if and only if
Moreover, noting that, under the assumption (2.57) and the assumption that ε and κ are sufficiently small,
we apply the rescalings
to the system (2.63) and have
Since the Jacobian of the rescaled system (2.65) with respect to (q 1,1 , q 1,2 , q 1,3 ) at (q 1 , 4 √ ε, √ κ, ζ) = (0, 0, 0, 0) is nonzero, we may apply the implicit function theorem to the rescaled system (2.65), determining that,
, there exists a one-parameter family of persistent reversible periodic orbits in (2.52), parametrized by q 1,0 . The periodic orbit is smooth with respect to (q 1,0 , 4 √ ε, √ κ, ζ). If we ignore both the cases ε = 0 and κ = 0, then the periodic orbit is smooth with respect to (q 1,0 , ε, κ, ζ) . In addition, we have
due to the fact that, p 2,j (0,
(ii) for fixed small ε ∈ [0, min{ε 0 , ζ 0 }] and κ ∈ [0, κ 0 ], there exists a one-parameter family of persistent reversible periodic orbits in (2.51), parametrized by q 1,0 . The periodic orbit is smooth with respect to (q 1,0 ,
If we ignore both of cases ε = 0 and κ = 0, then the periodic orbit is smooth with respect to (q 1,0 , ε, κ).
The fact that κ is a free-parameter seems to contradict the uniqueness of the q 0,1 -family; however, by its definition, q 0,1 is effectively a shift of κ and thus there is no contradiction. More specifically, for fixed ζ and ε, the uniqueness of the q 1,0 -family in (2.52) implies that, for sufficiently small κ > 0,
(2.67) Setting ζ = ε and using the left hand side of (2.67) as the initial condition to the system (2.51), the initial value problem
admits a periodic solution, denoted as C rp , with the period
According to (2.59), (2.61) and (2.66), we have the estimate
Using the transformation C = R ωt (r + q), the initial value problem (2.68) becomes q = Hq + O ε q 2 + ε 1/2 |ζ| ,
which admits a bounded solution q(t) ∞ = O(ε).
We summarize the results above in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.14 For fixed ε ∈ [0, ε 0 ], up to translation, the rescaled normal form ODE system (2.51),
admits a one-parameter family of persistent reversible periodic orbits, C rp (t;
The periodic orbit C rp is smooth with respect to all parameters (t;
. When neither ε = 0 nor κ = 0, then C rp is smooth with respect to (ε, κ) and admits the form
70)
where the error is measured in the L ∞ norm. The period of C rp , denoted by T rp , admits the expansion
Remark 2.15 We can also prove this lemma by using the right hand side of (2.67) as the initial condition to (2.51). But we then have to take a detour to find out the expressions of each q 1,j , j = 0, 1, 2, 3, in terms of (
. In fact, a direct calculation using (2.67) shows that
Therefore, in the system (2.51), by setting ζ = ε, we obtain that
Summarizing the results, we can now prove the main theorem-Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The periodic solution C rp (t; 4 √ ε, √ κ) of the system (2.51) corresponds to a periodic solution u rp (t, r;
In fact, based on the center manifold reduction, the normal form transformation and the rescalings, especially Lemma 2.14, we have
where we have the expression of ω from Lemma 2.9, that is,
Moreover, the period of u rp , denoted by T rp , admits the expansion
Furthermore, since the PDE (2.1) is a rescaled version of the stationary FCH (1.8) with the rescaling t = √ λ 0 ε τ , the periodic solution u rp of the PDE (2.1) corresponds to a periodic solution of the PDE (1.8), denoted as u p with a period T p . In fact,
which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
Pearling of the Circular Planar Bilayer
In this section we consider the case in which the bilayer sinterface Γ R 0 is a circle in R 2 , and construct the extended pearled solutions to the extended stationary strong FCH equation (1.20) in (r, θ) ∈ R×R/2πZ,
To exploit the analysis in the Section 2, we rescale θ by ϑ = R 0 √ λ 0 ε θ and search for extended pearled solutions u rp of
which satisfy the boundary conditions at infinity,
and an even and periodic in ϑ,
where T rp and u ∞ are constants to be determined.
We first prove the following proposition, which is similar to the Theorem 1.
Proposition 3.1 Fix η 1 , η 2 ∈ R and R 0 > 0. Assume that W is a non-degenerate double well potential and α 0 > 0, β 0 = 0. Then there exist positive constants ε 0 > 0 and κ 0 > 0 such that, for any ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ], up to translation, the extended stationary FCH (1.20) in the plane (θ, r) ∈ R 2 ,
admits a smooth one-parameter family of extended pearled solutions, u p (θ, r;
In fact, u p and T p are smooth with respect to their arguments within the domains expect at κ = 0. The extended pearled solution u p admits the asymptotic form
The far-field limit of the extended pearled solution is
Moreover, for any ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ], the extended stationary FCH (1.20) in the infinite periodic strip (θ, r) ∈ (R/2πZ) × R, admits a discrete family of extended pearled solutions, u p (θ, r;
Proof. The analysis of the circular interface system (3.1) differs from that of the interface flat system (2.1) in two major points:
(i) The circular system (3.1) has different linear terms in ε than the flat system (2.1).
(ii) The S 2 symmetry does not hold for the extended circular bilayers as it does for the flat case.
These differences only require that we recompute the versal normal form. More specifically, we replace u with u h + δu in (3.1) and consider the equation of the perturbation δu (again repurposing "u" to denote the perturbation).
(3.9)
we recast the system asU = L(ε)U + F(U, ε), (3.10) where
We then have
which, after direct computation, leads to that the linear part in the reduced system in terms of A, denoted as L(ε) just like its counterpart in (2.18), is of a more complicated form
Nevertheless, up to linear terms in ε, there exists a versal normal form of L(ε) preserving the reversibility S 1 , which takes the exact expression as its counterpart (2.22) in the flat case, that is, 
The rest of the proof is the same as the flat case.
Theorem 2 is drived from Proposition 3.1 by rescaling and inverting the relation between the radius and κ.
Proof of the Theorem 2. The stationary FCH (1.20) on the extended plane (θ, r) ∈ R 2 admits a pearled solution for any R 0 ∈ [R − , ∞], ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ] and κ ∈ [−κ 0 , κ 0 ]. On the other hand, the stationary FCH (1.20) on the infinite strip (θ, r) ∈ (R/2πZ) × R requires that
Therefore, we have
which indicates that there exists n − > 0 so that n ∈ [ n − ε , ∞).
Appendix
We perform the calculations omitted in Section 2.2 and Section 2. 
Here we have 
2) where
In the last two expressions of ρ and ρ, the notation "·" denotes the Euclidean inner product in R 4 and the expression of X is as shown in (4.10) . Moreover, Z(A) and Z(A) admits the forms of Proof. To simplify the calculation of the leading order terms of (2.15) in terms of A we introduce the following notation. For any given integer k ∈ Z + , Banach spaces {X j } k j=0 and a smooth map F : Π k j=1 X j → X 0 , we define where, introducing E 4 = (0, 0, 0, 1) T we have Proof. To find the explicit expression of Ψ (2,0) (U c , U c ) in terms of A, we first recall (2.7) and (2.14) as follows.U = L(ε)U + F(U, ε), U = U c + Ψ(U c , ε).
Plugging (2.14) into (2.7), applying the projection P h := Id − P c and setting ε = 0, we obtaiṅ Ψ(U c , 0) = L * Ψ(U c , 0) + P h F U c + Ψ(U c , 0), 0 . (4.13)
For simplicity, we note that P h F (2,0) (U c , U c ) is a quadratic form of A and thus takes the form
where Y = {Y jk } 8 j,k=1 is symmetric and every entry Y jk ∈ P h Y. Restricting (4.13) to the quadratic terms of U c and plugging in (4.9), we have, for all A,
that is, 14) from which it is not hard to compute all entries of X recursively. More explicitly, Y admits the form 15) where Y j 's admit the expressions as in (4.12). Plugging (4.15) into (4.14), we obtain the expression of X ij 's as in (4.10). that is,
Explicit expressions of
where we recall that this inner product is the one of polynomials, defined as P | Q = P (∂ C )Q(C). According to (4.2) and (2.32), we have 
